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Although World Team Tennis (WTT) in its original form lasted only five years (1974-1978), it left
an indelible legacy in the world of sports. It gave its owners, executives, broadcast media
personalities, managers, representatives and sports writers a foothold in the world of sports
that still extends today. WTT graduates Robert Kraft and Jerry Buss became the gold standard
of professional sports owners while others worked their way up to the top echelons in the
business of sports. The league also played an important role in the fight for recognition and
equal pay for women in the professional tennis world. It helped lead to today where
professional tennis has become the most egalitarian of all professional sports in compensation
for both men and women competitors at the sport’s major events.Both the events and people
involved in WTT are traced in this book. While the early version of WTT folded in 1978, its story
needs to be told. With Billie Jean King as one of its original founders, players such as Chrissie,
Martina, Vitas, Ilie, Bjorn and Jimmy all competed and together put their stamp on the concept
of men and women competing as teammates. The fact that Team Tennis rose from the ashes
three years later and still exists today, almost fifty years since, is a testament to the strength
and importance of the underlying idea of a professional tennis league. John H. Schwarz served
as Executive Director for both the World Team Tennis League and the Boston Lobsters in the
heyday of WTT. Now retired after a long career that included CFO of a publicly traded
international construction and real estate company, he consults to various businesses. He
resides in Austin, Texas, where he writes and still follows sports.
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cover design, and my son, Andy, who added his invaluable insight. Also, thanks to my wife
Rhoda for allowing me to spend almost every morning at a computer without interruption and
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that life just begins at 80 and writing a book should just be a piece of cake. And finally, our dog
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ContentsWTT Tennis: Mark Your CalendarsHow I Got to WTTWTT HistoryWTT – The Concept
and How It WorkedHow Seriously Did the Players Take It?WTT CompensationWTT
AttendanceTwo Key Owners: Robert Kraft and Jerry BussOpinions By and About Kraft and
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WTTAppendixSourcesChapter 1WTT Tennis: Mark Your CalendarsWorld Team Tennis (WTT)
is a professional tennis League. Notice that I say “is” and not “was” because although it began
in 1974 and lasted in its original form only a few years, it still exists today. Not many people
know about WTT and fewer people know its amazing story, the careers it started, and the
influence it had on the game, its players and its industry. An idea originally promoted by Billie
Jean King and others, WTT sought to bring women and men together as teammates in a
league environment where fans were encouraged to root openly for their team, not just the
individual player as in the sport now. Billie Jean later described her inspiration in Benjamin
Snyder’s book, The History of World Team Tennis, saying, “If you have ever seen a World Team
Tennis match, you have seen my philosophy of life in action—men and women—all genders—
all competing on the same team, making equal contributions, working together toward a
common goal.” WTT was diametrically opposed to individual play.In 1974, when the League
began play, it was a clear departure from traditional tennis where individual performance
always dominated the sport, where quiet decorum is still expected, and the only competition
that includes men and women teamed together is mixed doubles, which is the least important
of all competitions held at major tennis tournaments.Over its first five years from 1974 through



1978, WTT featured some of the biggest names in tennis. Its season commenced in late April,
paused in late June for players to compete in the All-England Championship at Wimbledon,
and then returned to complete its regular season in August. In 1978, it took a second break for
the US Open Championship before holding its playoff final. The elite players of the era—Chris
Evert, Martina Navratilova, Billie Jean King, Evonne Goolagong, Margaret Court, John
Newcombe, Rod Laver, Roy Emerson, Ken Rosewall, Vitas Gerulaitis, Ilie Nastase, Jimmy
Connors and Bjorn Borg—all played in the League at some point during those first five years.At
the end of the 1978 season, several franchise owners concluded that it was too difficult to
achieve a profit given the money required to attract and hold the best players in the game.
Following that 1978 season, with the withdrawal of two key franchises, the League folded. But
it’s hard to keep a great idea down. It began play again in 1981 with a shortened schedule
(between the Wimbledon and the US Open Championships), featuring a combination of
aspiring young players and veterans looking for a vacation or a last payday. That “watered
down” version of the League still operates today and appears popular to a limited audience, but
is a far cry from what the original founders envisioned.During its initial five year run, WTT
became a number of people’s first experience in professional sports. Among them were two
franchise owners, Jerry Buss and Robert Kraft. Buss, with the Los Angeles Lakers, and Kraft,
with the New England Patriots, later became two of the most successful owners in the history
of U.S. professional sports. Was this a coincidence or did the League experience have some
lasting effect on the way these two owners approached running a franchise? We will explore
that question in the book.World Team Tennis also boosted many other careers in the sports
world. WTT graduates have played important roles as sports writers, promoters, television
personalities, agents and business executives. The link between WTT and the later success of
these people makes for interesting reading.In addition, the League played a role in the fight for
equal pay for women in tennis and other sporting environments in which they, traditionally, had
been classified as second-class citizens. In some ways the League itself became a victim of
the progress achieved by women in their quest to reach equal status in the tennis world. At one
point, key women stars had to decide whether to support WTT or put all of their support behind
promoting new commercial sponsorships designed to put women’s tournament tennis on a par
with the men.This history of how WTT, over its first five years, fit into the women’s struggle for
pay parity is part of its legacy. The progress that has been achieved in the 45 years since the
start of WTT is astounding and the detail of how much things have changed is in some ways
mind-boggling. It’s a story of going from there to here that needs to be told, remembered,
processed and taught. My involvement in this story stems from my work as a league executive.
From mid-1976 through the end of the 1977 season, I worked as the Executive Director of the
League, first under its President Larry King and later under its Commissioner Butch Buchholz.
During the 1978 season, I was the senior executive running the Boston Lobsters franchise for
owners Robert Kraft and Richard Morse. If I can quote from a recent hit musical, the
incomparable Hamilton, I was “in the room where it happened” in the late ‘70s at WTT.In
looking at WTT’s place in the grand scheme of tennis, it is important to understand a little bit
about what happened to the game before and after 1968 when tennis went from a high-society,
all-amateur game to a game played by highly compensated, sometimes ill-behaved
professionals—called the Open Era, which allowed professionals to compete with amateurs in
the Grand Slam tournaments. The move of the game into the professional era also threw a
very orderly tennis calendar into a Wild West free-for-all, pitting new money against old
power.Before 1968, players had very little say in how the sport was run—except if they were
good enough and chose to leave mainstream tournament tennis to become pros under the



auspices of a barnstorming troop. In the pre-Open Era, women were generally relegated to a
secondary position in tennis’s big events, but, as pay was a non-issue, equal pay issues were
also non-issues. When prize money came into the game in 1968, it brought lots of challenges
and it gave players both a bigger bite of the apple and greater potential leverage in where and
who they played for. Players quickly took on more clout than the traditional powers
contemplated.As money can do, it opened up the sport to real competition for the services of
the top players. Some of the traditional tournament sites just decided they would not compete
in the prize money game and ended their events. Promoters who thought they could provide a
better tennis product than the traditional tournaments and did not want to be controlled by the
International Tennis Federation (ITF–originally the ILTF where the “L” was for Lawn) brought
new money and new formats into the game. The ITF suddenly found itself going from the only
game in town to a full-time fight to maintain its authority.The one critical card the traditional
group held was the continuing control over the Grand Slam events—Wimbledon, the US Open,
The French Championship, and the Australian Championship. These tournaments never lost
their importance in the game. While others could snipe at the International Federation’s
jurisdiction in various time periods outside of the Grand Slam events, the ITF could fight back
using participation in and prize money offered in the major tournaments to prevent players from
showing too much independence.Since 1968, the core of tennis politics has centered on who
controlled the tennis calendar. Because tennis is truly an international sport with twelve months
of worldwide competition, every week of the year has significant value—especially if it can be
controlled by one user. Prior to 1968 and for a period following the opening up of tennis, the
calendar was exclusively controlled by the ITF and its local affiliates. The ITF used its authority
to sanction events, determine which were the “legitimate” events, and control which events
players needed to participate in to be eligible for the major championships: Wimbledon
(London), Australian (Melbourne), French (Paris) and the US Open (New York).The one
constant in tennis—especially for the men—has always been the concept of winning all four
major singles championships in one year. That is the Holy Grail of tennis. A prime example of
how the ITF used its clout in a duplicitous way was its sanction of Jimmy Connors in his quest
to win the Grand Slam in 1974. At that time, World Team Tennis had cut a deal with the ITF (by
agreeing to pay a fee) whereby the ITF would sanction WTT play and not prohibit team
members from major tennis events. Knowing that and getting his WTT team to allow him to go
absent in 1974 to play the French Championship, Connors signed a WTT contract.When it
came time for the French Championship, the European authorities, who were theoretically
bound by the rules of the ITF, including the agreed upon sanction, prohibited Connors (and
Evonne Goolagong who had the same WTT deal) from playing. There were lawsuits brought by
Connors’ agent at the time, Bill Riordan, but by the time there was any resolution, the French
tournament had come and gone. In 1974, Connors won Wimbledon, the US Open and the
Australian Championship. Playing for the French Championship was denied to him. It was the
tennis insiders illegally bullying players for not conforming to the insiders’ “rules” of traditional
tennis. They were the ultimate hardball players and following that action, Connors never
strayed again.Later the Grand Slams aligned to protect the sanctity of their events against
competitors by setting up a huge bonus for anyone—man or woman—who swept the four
events. This helped put a hold on the top names and made skipping the French Championship
for something like World Team Tennis a real risk.An example of how the ITF had come to use
its authority over the years was its relationship with the Olympics. Sometime around 1924,
there had been a spat between the Olympic Committee and the International Tennis
Federation, and the Olympics were forced to give up tennis as a sport. It wasn’t until 1988 that



the rift was patched and revered players worldwide were welcomed to compete for Olympic
gold. Besides control of the calendar and the fight for players’ rights in the 1970s was the
resentment of the women over the second-class position that the establishment continued to
assign them, both in attention in the media and more importantly, in the level of prize money
offered. Being given secondary status in an amateur setting wasn’t fun, but it was a very
difficult measurable and a hard topic to generate a lot of passion over. Money was a different
thing. The differentials in prize money at the inception of the Open Era were considerable.In
Wimbledon, the first open, the ratio of men’s prize money to women’s was 2.5:1—more than
twice as much! In many other ITF sanctioned events, the differential was greater. The tennis
establishment was run by men and to be frank, if the women just went away, in many men’s
eyes, they wouldn’t be missed.Women’s tennis had two recognized champions who helped
organize the women players in the early ‘70s, promote the women’s game, and fight to bring
economic parity to the sport. One of those women was Billie Jean King and the other was
Gladys Heldman, who controlled a major tennis magazine (World Tennis) and whose daughter
was a player on the women’s tour. Together and independently they promoted the importance
of women in the sport, and while it took over thirty years in some tournaments, it ultimately
came to be that women would earn equal prize money in all the major tournaments (those
Grand Slam events in Australia, France, Britain and the U.S.).Along the way, the women’s
game took lots of side roads and defiance of the status quo to gain the attention of the
International Tennis Federation. One of those side roads was WTT, a venture that threatened
to steal thirteen weeks from the invaluable international tennis calendar and with it some of
tennis’s best players. In its time, it caught the attention of the traditionalist infrastructure. In the
end, however, it didn’t carve out a permanent place in the calendar except when, in 1981, WTT
restructured into a league of mostly “has-beens” and “wannabes,” who were no threat to
mainstream tennis.Ironically, had it been a women’s-only league, it is likely to have caused far
less of a stir. The women, at the time, through their newly formed Women’s Tennis Association
(WTA), were beginning to create their own tour and taking matters into their own hands.
However, the WTT concept was not a women’s-only venture and when Jimmy Connors and
Bjorn Borg started to be tempted by the money, it became a real threat to the ITF.As a WTT
insider, I was never sure whether WTT was something that had the full support of the major
women pros or merely one of many challenges to authority that they embraced to help promote
their cause for equal treatment. Its guiding force among the women players was Billie Jean
King and as much as she championed WTT, the ultimate objective for her and all of the women
was maximizing or equalizing the compensation throughout the tournament world.The cause of
the demise of WTT in its original form in 1978 has three theories—all of which are somewhat
related. One is that the New York and Boston teams that held rights to key players, whose
presence helped make the League credible, chose to withdraw because of frustration over the
failure of other franchises to pay their fair share and present a first-class product with
recognized names. The second theory was that, after key women played out their five year
initial WTT contracts, the WTA that Billie Jean helped form and remained influential in had
found a sponsor in 1976 in the Colgate Corporation. Colgate put up major money for a
women’s tournament circuit that ultimately could come to compete in all or part of the WTT
calendar. Although the WTA wanted to have WTT play included in the Colgate point system
and voted to do that, the ITF reared its ugly head yet again and in its position of final authority
blocked WTT’s entrance into the Colgate program, creating a conflict for players who wanted to
play WTT, but also needed to accumulate points for year-end championships and bonus money
under the Colgate program.As a result, WTT team owners, going into what would have been



the 1979 season, found resistance among the top women (Chris Evert, for one) to sign new
long-term deals. Agents also floated offers to provide some lesser players at huge asking
prices designed to price WTT out of the market. By themselves, those two reasons could have
killed the League, but at the time, an overriding cause was looming, one that probably would
have overwhelmed any major deviation from traditional tournament competition—globalism.By
the late 1970s, tennis had become a highly popular international sport. The period was often
referred to as the Tennis Boom. Television played a big role, as did the opportunity for global
sponsors to reach markets all over the world. WTT was a U.S.-based League, which didn’t
really fit the criterion of being international in its interest. While money to the star players still
might have been better than potential tournament winnings, endorsements from sponsors
added significantly to the best players’ earnings, and sponsors wanted exposure all over the
world which tournament play offered but WTT did not.But back to the calendar. WTT was not
the only challenge that the International Tennis Federation had to contend with for control of
the tennis calendar once money came into play. Shortly after the Open Era began, David Dixon
formed a series of tournaments called World Championship Tennis (WCT). Dixon was a
pioneer in New Orleans sports who helped found the United States Football League (USFL)
and was instrumental in the start of the New Orleans Saints in the NFL. He also built the
Superdome in New Orleans.Helping with the founding of WCT was Lamar Hunt, the AFL and
later NFL owner. Again, it was an all men’s group that sponsored tournaments throughout the
year and challenged the International Tennis Federation’s control over players and events. The
WCT brought some new wrinkles to the game including the tie breaker and encouraging the
players to wear more colorful clothing. It also had a point system and brought the top winners
together once a year for a championship event.To complicate matters more, competing with the
WCT and the ITF in the early years of Open tennis was also the National Tennis League (NTL).
It too was mostly a men’s series of tournaments but unlike the WCT, it did include a few
women, Billie Jean King being one. Eventually the NTL and WCT merged but in that coming
together, once again, the women were pushed out. During WCT’s life, which lasted from
1968-1990, it fought the ITF for time on the precious tennis calendar. It also fought for control
of players and went through mergers, divorces, and lawsuits with the International Federation
before everything seemed to come together in 1990 when the WCT finally closed down and
the Association of (men) Tennis Professionals (ATP), with the blessing of the ITF, brought
events under its umbrella for the men’s tournament circuit. None of this affected the women
who had their own fight with the International Federation.Similar to the men in WCT, the
women who all became professionals in 1968 began to find their own sponsors and realized
they needed to develop their own tournament circuit and, other than the Grand Slam events,
needed to separate from men’s tournaments if they hoped to gain their fair share of the tennis
money pot. The Virginia Slims Circuit, which Gladys Heldman helped organize in 1970, was a
start and in 1976, as mentioned, Colgate made a big commitment to women’s tennis.It’s hard
to predict how much more successful WTT might have been had it not had to fight the ITF
every step of the way. It was a very unfair fight, but that’s life. While there were a few people
among the founders who understood tennis politics, very few of the initial owners had much of
an idea of what they were facing. None really came from the tennis world. The common theory
among fledgling competitive sports leagues was the fight was largely one fought only over
money. The AFL could pay enough money to lure in Joe Namath, the famous New York Jets
quarterback of the ‘60s and ‘70s, and gain instant credibility.At the start, there was enough
money in WTT to tempt at least a few big names. However, the ITF’s hold on the Grand Slam
Events allowed them to conspire with self-interested promoter/agent types like Jack Kramer



and others to control the game with that hold on the sport (the great acclaim and potential
endorsements attached to winning each of the Grand Slam events). Prize money was only part
of the competition. Jack Kramer had been a star player in the late 1940s and then took over the
professional barnstorming tour which he participated in. By 1968 with the advent of the Open
Era, he controlled a major tournament in Southern California and became one of the big-wigs
in the tournament tennis world. The Machiavellian trick played on Jimmy Connors in 1974
served notice to the top men in the game who the boss was. WTT owners Jerry Buss (LA),
Robert Kraft (Boston), and Sol Berg (NY) had enough money to test whether the ITF could get
away with its monopolistic dirty tricks, but they were only three owners in what became a ten-
team league, and, in the end, the tennis traditionalists helped by the global market for the
game snuffed out another challenge to its domination.Also adding to the fight for the top men
players at the time was the agents’ fascination with exhibitions. Tennis was big enough at the
time that an agent or promoter could pick any quiet weekend in the calendar and put together
matches between the more well-known men, hold them at major U.S. arenas and sell a lot of
tickets. It was like giving the audience the finals of most tournaments without having to go
through all the preliminary rounds. It also gave the men a payday alternative versus both WTT
and the smaller tournaments without nearly the time commitment the alternatives required.One
remedy for WTT in its fight against the ITF might have been an antitrust suit against the ITF
and others. Robert Kraft was contemplating just such a suit going into the 1979 season. He
asked, and I prepared, information shown in the appendix on what the League faced and how
it might pursue thinking about an antitrust suit. Ultimately, Kraft chose not to pursue the
litigation.The fight for the tennis calendar continues to this day. The great Coronavirus
pandemic of 2020 brought the usual squabbles to the forefront once again. The French
Championship promoters, realizing that their traditional May dates were going to be impossible
to use as a result of the “shelter in place” order being practiced throughout the world,
unilaterally decided to postpone their event until late September/early October. They totally
disregarded other events already scheduled in that time period. This, of course, led to all sorts
of disputes and confusion. As always, tennis had no clear authority to sort all of this out.
Whoever could command the most clout would in the end win out.In 1976, I was no different
from the WTT owners. I joined the League without knowing a lot about the politics which were
driving tennis and who was allowed to do what. My background had been in television and
related fields. It was almost an accident that I stumbled into WTT and I quickly realized that I
needed to buckle up and enjoy the ride. Chapter 2How I Got to WTTIn 1963, I graduated
from Harvard Business School (HBS). Like most other graduates, I was happy to earn my
degree and very full of myself. In those days, HBS prided itself on its toughness. It loved the
anecdotal reference that compared the first year of HBS to Marine boot camp. Only, boot camp
ended in three months while the Harvard MBA’s first year went on for nine months.After
graduation, I went to work for the CBS Television Network in an MBA training program. In 1963,
CBS was the gold standard of Network TV. That was an era in which CBS, NBC and ABC were
the only sources of national television programming. There was no cable. There was no Fox
network. My first permanent assignment was in the network’s Financial Planning and Analysis
Department. It was run by a man named Bruce Haight. The main responsibilities of the
department were to prepare the annual budget for the network and monitor operating costs.
However, under Haight, it became an agent of change. No one at CBS was more disliked than
Haight. Under Haight’s urging, many of the network’s business practices were revolutionized. It
required lots of battling and the perseverance of a man like Haight to make that happen. The
biggest change was in how network commercials were priced and sold. In 1962, selling



commercials that aired nationally was based on a method inherited from radio days.
Advertisers were sold a lineup of network affiliated local stations throughout the country that
would air the program. The charge for each station was calculated by the size of its market.
Program costs were kind of an incidental. The advertiser was charged only the cost of network
produced programming or they were encouraged, as in radio days, to bring their own shows to
the network (usually produced in conjunction with an advertising agency). This limited the
network’s opportunities to benefit from a show it produced if it became highly popular with
large audiences. Because this procedure was the way radio had always been sold, it was
accepted as the way television would always be. With TV production much more expensive
than radio production, the trend of advertisers producing their own half hour or hour programs
began giving way to a demand for the network to do all the production and sell commercial
minutes to multiple advertisers within a network produced show. Initially, those minutes were
priced based on the traditional charges for a station lineup and proportionate cost of the
program cost. Haight changed that. The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) allowed a
network to insert six commercial minutes in any one hour time period. Haight was quick to pick
up on what was happening and when he finished lobbying Bill Paley and Frank Stanton (the
Chairman and President of CBS at the time), the network began taking control of all
programming and selling commercial minutes based on anticipated cost-per-thousand pricing
(CPM). CPM is defined as each one thousand viewers delivered per dollar the advertiser paid
to purchase the commercial minute. If the network failed to produce the projected audience, it
gave extra minutes (make goods) to advertisers. However, by converting to the sale of
commercial minutes within a network produced show, it allowed the network for the first time to
benefit from its successful shows by increasing the next season’s asking prices on a show in
which the audience exceeded expectation. It also did away with any concept of delivering a
lineup of stations. The new standard was solely the “measured viewers delivered.”The Nielsen
Company, a survey and marketing consultant company, became the resource for providing the
size of television audiences. It used a sample of viewer homes and projected that sample to a
national basis. Because CBS was producing a lot of popular shows in the early ‘60s the new
pricing caused CBS profits to soar. Haight later convinced the same higher ups that there was
no sanctity in a commercial minute but that one could piggyback two thirty second spot
commercials in the minute break and receive 120% of the one minute charge with no
pushback. That caused even greater profit growth. In 1962, the year before I joined CBS and
when Haight was starting his campaign, CBS Network profits, as reported to the FCC, were at
$24 million. In 1966, when I left CBS, network profits for the year were reported at almost $50
million. Haight was later “rewarded” by being sent to the West Coast and buried in a position
where he had no platform. He may have helped change the business but the empty suit crowd
ultimately got him.Because other department heads disliked or feared Haight, the only way he
could successfully win over doubters was to have more diplomatic emissaries deliver his
message to the right people in the right way. Along with other department members, that
became my job. My interface was with the network sales department. They strongly resisted
any changes to their behavior which consisted of wining and dining the advertising agency
people and rarely having to worry about pushing big price increases for successful shows or
doing much more than take orders. For that they were very well paid. If a show flopped, they
were quick to cut the cost or provide make goods to appease the advertiser. The day in a life of
a network salesman was: do some paperwork in the morning, have lunch with an advertising
executive at 21 or Rose’s (hot, expensive restaurants near the CBS office on West 52nd St. in
New York City), drink too much and during the afternoon, find a way to Grand Central Station



and ride home to Westchester County or Connecticut on the club car. Rarely did they return to
the office after lunch. To deliver a message to the sales department you needed to be in their
face before noon.I caught a break when, despite widespread resistance, there was one sales
executive who understood Haight’s vision and realized that this new pricing plan was a way to
raise network revenue and thus increase his compensation along with that of those who
worked for him. His name was Carl Tillman and he was a grizzled veteran of the media
business and the number two guy in CBS network sales hierarchy. With Carl’s help and a
promise by me that he never had to interface with Bruce Haight again as long as I was around,
he bought in and began to lobby for the new pricing approach.As CBS began to increase its
profits, word began to leak out as to who was working for Haight. This success also helped
Tom Dawson who was the head of network sales (who benefited from Tillman’s clairvoyance)
to become the President of the television network, and it got those of us who worked for Haight
positive reviews within CBS.That notoriety also spread across the industry and some of
Haight’s disciples began getting attention from other networks too. The most noteworthy Haight
graduate was Bob Daly, who worked his way up to head of the CBS programming department
(he started as a program cost analyst for Haight) and then joined Warner Pictures where he
served as its Chairman and CEO from December 1980 until July 1999.The success at CBS
also helped me. In 1966, I was approached by the International Telephone and Telegraph
Company (ITT). ITT was a company under the leadership of Harold Geneen, famous as the
“father of the conglomerate,” a concept in which a public company, using its stock, which
carried a high price-to-earnings ratio (P/E), acquired a number of diverse but successful
companies (with lower P/Es) and placed them under one umbrella. It was a means of
enhancing the value of the acquired companies’ earnings by melding their earnings into a
company where their earnings took on ITT’s higher P/E ratio. Geneen, an accountant by
background, made ITT a darling of Wall Street by also cleverly managing the company’s
earnings to produce regular and predictable increases in earnings per share, something Wall
Street put a high value on.Under Geneen, ITT grew from a company with $800 million of
revenues to one with $28 billion between 1959, when Geneen joined the company, and when
he ceased being an executive there in 1979. Profits over that time went from $29 million to
$562 million. On September 8, 1967, Geneen appeared on the cover of Time magazine for his
role as the father of the conglomerate.Geneen was also well known as the consummate
workaholic and expected the same of those who worked for him. Once a month, he convened
the heads of all of ITT’s companies to review the previous month’s results. Each of the many
attendees was expected to sit with rapt attention as Geneen questioned and usually berated
anyone whose performance was not on plan. These meetings usually came late in the month
and every meeting except November’s was held at world headquarters in New York.
November’s meeting was in Europe over Thanksgiving weekend. Geneen hated holidays so
his remedy for a long Thanksgiving weekend was to move operations for that time period to
Europe where Thanksgiving had no meaning. ITT officers were expected to leave their families
and join the group—no questions asked, no excuses accepted.In 1966, ITT had decided to add
ABC, the weak sister of the network television industry, to its list of holdings. ABC’s audiences
trailed NBC and CBS, not so much for its lack of programming expertise, but the absence of
enough local stations to provide three networks full coverage of the country. CBS and NBC had
about 200 affiliated stations that by contract aired that network’s shows while ABC had only
about 140 affiliates. Obviously, if your universe includes fewer households, your audiences will
likely be less and thus, your advertising revenue will be lower.Geneen had a plan on how, once
he acquired ABC, he could immediately put it on even footing with NBC and CBS. His plan was



to lobby the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) to permit seven new stations in the
most populous two-station markets. With NBC and CBS already affiliated with the existing
stations in those markets, the new drop-in stations would have only ABC to affiliate with. (The
Fox network was a nonfactor in 1966 as was cable as a source of independent programming).
Through this plan, Geneen figured he could bring ABC’s national coverage up to 93% or very
close to his competition.I agreed to join ITT initially in their seven-man acquisition department
that was overseeing the ABC acquisition effort. By that time, an agreement in principle had
been reached and all that was preventing a closing was a lawsuit brought by the Justice
Department, not against ITT as the acquirer, but against the FCC, another branch of
government, for approving the transfer of local station ownership to ITT from the independent
ABC. Each network in those days could own five affiliate stations and if any station was sold,
the FCC needed to approve the transfer. The Justice Department was making an end run.
Because they had no antitrust or restraint of trade grounds to block the merger into a
conglomerate, they were trying an alternate strategy. The ultimate plan for me was to be ITT’s
man in charge of ABC. At about 28 years of age, I was about to become one of the most
powerful people in television management—just how an HBS grad would map it out.After two
years of litigation, Geneen lost interest. He was also growing more and more concerned about
the costs involved with converting the television network from black and white to color
telecasting which had taken hold in 1967, and felt there were other companies and industries
he could pursue more easily once he disengaged from ABC.For most of those two years of
litigation, I did less and less television activity as too much contact between ABC and ITT prior
to culmination of the merger was discouraged. What I did do was work on other acquisitions.
That included the acquisition of Sheraton Hotels where a change in depreciation accounting
could immediately enhance reported earnings for ITT and the acquisition of the Hartford
Insurance Company where accounting rules allowed controllable capital gains from the
company’s investment portfolio to be used as last minute enhancements to quarterly ordinary
income.Once the ABC merger died in 1968, I was of little value to ITT. It was a great lesson in
humility and how sometimes the best laid plans aren’t meant to be. It was a prelude to the
humility that Harold Geneen, himself, had to face in 1977 when the idea of conglomerates lost
favor and he lost control of ITT’s performance leading to his own removal in 1979 by the Board
of Directors.Despite that lesson, HBS had taught me that there were lots of ways to get rich.
Recovering my swagger, and at the suggestion of a former CBS colleague, I invested money
and took a position in a fledgling film processing lab whose major clients were the television
networks.Kodak had just perfected a new motion picture product called Ektachrome,
sometimes referred to as reversal film. It was a 16-millimeter color film that was shot as a
positive image and immediately usable as a master. It had a great deal of flexibility to shoot in
both low and high light situations. Before reversal film, all motion pictures required a two-step
process with the first step being a negative shot with the camera and then a positive printed
from that negative. Traditional film needed well controlled lighting which made on-site filming
difficult. For the television industry, Ektachrome offered a way to shoot out-of-studio action less
expensively and with greater flexibility. In 1968, only a very few film labs (other than Kodak)
could process Ektachrome. Fast turn-around, which Kodak could not provide, gave
independent labs a leg up.Cinelab was a small specialty film processor located in New York
City that was formed in 1968. One of its co-founders had extensive experience in the film
processing industry and he had reached out to find others who would stake him in starting his
own lab. Along with a former CBS colleague, I became a backer of the company and shortly
after it opened, I became Cinelab’s CFO. I soon discovered that with such a small firm, I was



doing everything, including sweeping floors.The business started off with a bang. Because of
the limited number of providers, and a commitment by ABC to experiment with the new film, we
became the processor for a new ABC show being shot in New York. It was the original NYPD
series. That meant when the show was in production, a new set of dailies came in for
processing every day. Also, as Cinelab opened its doors, The Children’s Television Workshop
began operations. All of its film product came to us for processing. That included all of those
counting spots that were used in the early Sesame Street shows. Add to that, news footage
from UPI, documentaries such as ABC’s Africa and even an occasional feature film such as
Monterey Pop and Woodstock.We were busy and thought we had gotten to the right place at
the right time. What we had not seen coming was the rapid advancement of video tape. It didn’t
happen overnight but in the early ‘70s, it became obvious that video tape (not to mention later
digital imaging) was really the medium of the future, not 16 mm Ektachrome film.As a means of
promoting business, one of our partners began to pursue film production. It started with us
doing elaborate home movies for wealthy individuals who had invested in the company. One of
those was Louis Marx, the heir to the Marx toy company who at the time was in the oil
business. We did a film for him and then one for his close friend, Dan Lufkin, who was part of a
financial firm called Donaldson, Lufkin, Jenrette (which later merged into the Equitable Life
Assurance Company).We then moved the stakes up and hired NFL Films and Ed Sabol to
work with us on a film based around the 1969 Davis Cup Finals played between the United
States and Romania in Cleveland, Ohio. Gene Scott, a highly ranked player at the time, who
had played tennis at Yale, also joined the production staff. The film gained great critical acclaim
and was later bought by the US Government’s Information Agency to be made available for
viewing through US Embassies worldwide.The NFL Films’ special effects that worked so well
for football translated into good techniques for tennis as well. John Facenda, the famous voice
of NFL Films did the narration. We hoped to do more with NFL Films but the NFL
Commissioner stopped them dead in their tracks and, as far as I know, that was the last time
NFL Films did anything but NFL Films. That pretty much stopped us as well.As an aside, when
discussing the WTT era with super-agent Donald Dell, who had been the Davis Cup Captain in
1969, he said he still uses the film as part of his curriculum at the University of Virginia Law
School where he teaches a class on sports management.By the mid-1970s, with Cinelab’s
sales slowly declining, I decided to try to look for an exit. The original founder of the company,
who had the film processing experience, thought he could make a go of it if he downsized the
firm and became a real specialty operation. As a result, he agreed to buy me out and I moved
on to what I hoped would be greener pastures.There were interesting customers we serviced
while I was at Cinelab. They included Robert Downey, Senior, who was an offbeat filmmaker
who sometimes had his young son with him. Robert Downey, Junior, that young son, has
become considerably more well known in movie circles than his father. Kate Millett, one of the
leading forces in the feminist movement of the time and author of the book, Sexual Politics,
was making a movie and was a regular visitor. She always wore men’s jeans and was prone to
lengthy paranoid diatribes about how the government was out to get her and, on several
occasions, had to be reminded to zip up her fly. Robert Duvall, the actor, who was shooting
The Godfather films at that time, was also using our facilities to make a film of the birth of a calf
at his farm.Probably the most exciting customer for me was Gina Lollobrigida. She was the
glamorous Italian actress who along with Sophia Loren had become big Hollywood box office
favorites. I visited Gina at her Waldorf Towers apartment while she was putting together a film
based on a visit she made to Fidel Castro in Cuba. Jokingly, I sometimes think of that (other
than my marriage and birth of my children and grandchildren) as the highlight of my life.



Gina and her receiptIn addition to video tape pushing me out the door at Cinelab, there was
also an incident in which I had to negotiate a very delicate firing with the film processors’ union,
a part of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (IATSE). The company’s shop
steward, a printer, turned out to be a petty thief. With the help of a private detective we were
able to catch him but the final item of proof was to ask a few of the employees to take lie
detector tests.As predicted by the detective, everyone but the guilty employee agreed to take
the test. He called the union and we had a visit from Chuck Vitello, the local union business
manager. We had anticipated this and called off the testing, but we also fired the shop steward.
This, of course, led to a legal procedure in which we were forced before an arbitrator. Midway
through the arbitration, Vitello came to me and said the employee would agree to leave the
company and the union would cease to object if the dismissal were listed as a layoff,
severance was paid, and no record of the thefts would ever be revealed to anyone including
references for his future employment. We agreed, whereupon, Vitello proceeded to tell me of
this employee’s long history of incidents in other jobs where he was prone to violence.Relieved
the case was settled, we were later startled when the employee, Richard Kuklinski, named as a
Mafia hitman, was arrested and convicted of murdering a series of people to whom he had
been selling pornographic films. His business had started while working in our facilities where
he stole our film inventory and on overtime shifts printed his own material. Later, PBS did a
documentary on Kuklinski, who got to be known in the NY press as the Iceman Killer because
he froze his victims after killing them. When news of his death in prison was covered by the
media a few years later, everyone breathed a sigh of relief.Richard KuklinskiMuch has been
written about Kuklinski, including an article in Medium.com by Andie Lollo entitled, “10 Brutal
Facts About Hitman Richard Kuklinski” Here was her introduction:“Richard Kuklinski, also
known as ‘The Polack’ and ‘The Iceman,’ was a mafia hitman for all six major East Coast crime
families throughout the ‘60s, ‘70s, and ‘80s. He carried out hits for the Gambinos,
DeCavalcantes, Luccheses, Genoveses, Colombos, and the Bonannos. Throughout his career
he would rack up almost 200 murders, including every friend he ever had—except the one that
would eventually turn him in. Kuklinski was caught by an undercover cop and sent to prison in
1988, ending nearly three decades of murder and mayhem.”The true horrors came to light after
he was caught, through prison interviews with the killer, his family, and fellow mafia colleagues.
Google him for more information.Needless to say, we were all happy that we had fired him,
even though he always brought his entire family to our Christmas parties.When I left Cinelab, it
didn’t take long to realize that a few years out of the corporate world created obstacles to
getting back into an important mainstream position. One referral I got led to an interview with
HBO’s (Home Box Office) Chairman Jerry Levin to head up a new division where HBO was
planning to produce feature films. I initially got positive feedback but no one seemed in a hurry
to either sign off on the venture or select someone to head it up. In the meantime, I thought
maybe this was the time to follow up on one of my lifetime dreams to get a job in sports. It
probably was an impractical idea as by this time I had a wife and two young children but while I
was pursuing things more closely associated with my television experience, I also sent letters
to teams in the NFL, the NBA and MLB, as well as to a fledgling tennis league called World
Team Tennis. In college, I had been a member of the tennis team and I was a rabid fan so WTT
was the only place I wrote outside of the three major sports.The result of all the letters was
almost 100% polite “thanks, but no thanks” responses. Three letters somewhat varied from the
norm. Ewing Kaufman, the owner of the Kansas City Royals, wrote a nice letter but even
though it was not of the form letter variety, the bottom line was the usual “thanks, but no
thanks.” Someone in the LA Rams’ office (they had not yet moved to St. Louis or back again!)



asked me to call for an interview and Larry King, President of WTT (Billie Jean King’s husband
at the time), said to call and make an appointment to meet with him as soon as I could. He was
in Newport Beach, California.It worked out that I could schedule interviews with Warner
Records, Technicolor, the LA Rams and World Team Tennis all within days of one another and
all in Southern California. At the time we were living outside New York City but a possible move
to Southern California was definitely not out of the question. As it turned out, the LA Rams
denied any knowledge of the letter, Technicolor could not get the right people to see me when I
planned to be in Los Angeles but because Warner gave me a time slot and Larry King said
please come, I went.Me, John Schwarz, in my WTT daysAfter ten minutes talking to Larry
King, he offered me a job. He had already talked to people he knew in places where I had
worked. He said if I accepted, he wanted me to meet him in New York the next week to
negotiate with NBC over a TV contract for the WTT All Star Match. I called my wife, got an
okay, and told Larry I would be wherever he wanted me to meet him.That was how I got to
World Team Tennis. Please see the appendix for the exchange of letters between Larry King
and me, which led to my hiring. Also included are King’s notes from references he
called.Chapter 3WTT HistoryWorld Team Tennis played its first season in 1974. With the
exception of the contrived competition known as Roller Derby, WTT was the first (and only
legitimate) US professional sport featuring a team competition with men and women playing
equal roles in the outcome of the match. The Olympics may be viewed as that kind of sporting
event but in principle, it is an individual competition and the team concept is really only a
product of the media.WTT also featured the first female coach of a major sports team with
Billie Jean King assuming that role with the Philadelphia Freedom. Billie Jean also became the
first woman commissioner of a pro league that was not an all-women’s league when she took
on the commissionership of WTT in its reincarnation in 1981. WTT headliners, to this day, are
as often women as men.While WTT compensation for men and women was not equal in an
absolute sense, it did pay salaries based on the players’ relative importance to the outcome of
matches with no consideration to gender. In general, both men and women in WTT tended to
earn a similar premium over what they could earn playing the tournament circuit. Star women
were among the highest paid players in the League and received considerably more
compensation than most of the male players in the League. In 1973, the US Open
Championship, for the first time, paid equal prize money to men and women, and by 1974, the
concept of equal prize money in major tennis was just emerging. But it took the European and
Australian championships and many other tournaments another 30-35 years before they
offered equal prize money.One of WTT’s attractions to players was the premium compensation
it offered both men and women over a player’s alternative opportunity while playing the
tournament circuit. For many players that premium could be as high as 50 percent. Playing in
WTT also eliminated the costs of travel that players incurred while playing the tournament
circuit. It offered a regular, predictable paycheck, and it provided players full-time expert
coaching and practice. (See chapter 6 on WTT Compensation.)WTT’s early recognition was
helped by Billie Jean King’s historic match with Bobby Riggs that took place in September
1973. While the event was more of a promotion than a sports competition, it caught the
attention of most of the world, and Billie Jean’s victory over an opponent who had earlier
defeated a world class women’s champion in Margaret Court, returned women’s tennis to a
position of respect. Ironically, Riggs, the quintessential promoter, brought his employer, Sugar
Daddy (a one-time Tootsie Roll subsidiary), into WTT as a sponsor and appeared frequently at
WTT matches.In its original form, WTT played five seasons from 1974 through 1978. During
that time, virtually all of the top women players and some of the top men participated. But like a



lot of other fledgling leagues, it suffered from too much franchise chaos, financial uncertainty,
and owner burn out. While it was in competition with the tournament circuit and simultaneously
had to withstand the opposition of an overwhelming majority of the tennis hierarchy, it did have
an economic advantage among the lesser-ranked male players and most of the women.For the
star women, the team concept and the variety of play intrigued them. As Chris Evert put it
when commenting at World Team Tennis’s 40th anniversary, “First of all, I loved World Team
Tennis so much. You get to play singles, doubles, mixed doubles and get free coaching. I had
Tony Roche in 1976. I won both Wimbledon singles and doubles that year. He taught me how
to play doubles.”To attract the male stars, which would have been the defining mark of success
for the League, the WTT told a much different story. The competition for the top players set off
a bidding war between WTT and the tournament world. It was this competition that eventually
proved too much for all but a few very financially strong owners. The tournament circuit offered
male players an opportunity to win big prize money, but equally as important, it also controlled
the exposure required to land rich endorsement deals through its control of the major
tournaments and who played in them. To attract a Jimmy Connors or a Bjorn Borg, the money
had to be big enough to outweigh the opportunities presented by three plus months on the
tour.While WTT was always careful to protect the players’ schedules so they could participate
in the two biggest tennis events, Wimbledon and the US Open, it did not offer the same
protection for the French or Italian Championships or the US Summer Clay Court Circuit, which
directly competed with League play. Some tournaments were rumored to have begun offering
appearance fees to keep big name players participating in their tournament, especially the
men, as sponsors preferred male players to showcase their brands at tournaments. This was
less a problem with the women who, at the time, had fewer endorsement opportunities and, in
general, played tournaments for less prize money.To add to the obstacles WTT faced in
drawing in the star men players, there were issues with the top agents for players. ProServ and
IMG, the major tennis agencies, also represented many of the tournaments for promotional
efforts and for negotiating television deals for those events. Conflict of interest has always
been rife within the game of tennis. Just think about an IMG representing the French
Championship and having to decide whether to guide Bjorn Borg or Jimmy Connors into WTT
or to play the French Championship. Not hard to figure out where the sentiment lay in that
decision.Those WTT owners who owned a professional sports franchise largely for the ego trip
burned out quickly when it came to spending the money needed to win the battle for top men
players against a somewhat rigged system, and the League always found itself fighting to
maintain a critical mass. It eventually lost the battle to create sound owner continuity, and in the
end, also lost the battle for permanent control of the spring/summer time frame in the tennis
calendar.League owners came in a couple of varieties. There were those who wanted to
participate in the glamour of being a sports owner as cheaply as possible but who tired of the
headaches and the operating losses far too quickly, and there were others who wanted the
League and their team to succeed and were willing to make the necessary investment to keep
going long term. In the end, there were more of the first variety. This created a revolving door of
owners.WTT started with sixteen franchises. A founding franchise could be bought for $50,000
—a very low entry threshold. Within the first two years, the League was down to ten teams and
four of those franchises soon became supported by one owner, Jerry Buss. Donald Dell who
founded and ran ProServ, the premier tennis agency in the ‘70s, always believed the League
was a victim of its own inability to secure sufficient heavyweight ownership. According to Dell, if
the League had been able to attract enough owners whose pocketbooks could handle the
losses in the early years and stay the course, they would have eventually drawn in the better



men and posed a real long term threat to the tournament world.Going into the 1978 and final
WTT season, there were only four teams out of ten with owners who had the resources and
the commitment to take on the challenge of the tournament world. This created a problem
because the critical mass needed to keep the League viable was eight to ten strong franchises.
Of the six weaker teams in 1978, three (Anaheim, San Diego, and Indiana) were supported/
controlled by one of the four stronger owners—Jerry Buss, who also owned the LA Strings.
The two other weaker franchises were controlled by owners unwilling or unable to compete
financially (Sun Belt and Phoenix), and the final owner (Seattle), while financially capable of
competing, was only willing to absorb a modest loss to support the publicity the team brought
to his “real world” business. Legitimate competition only existed among four teams, NY, Los
Angeles, Boston and San Francisco.At the end of the 1978 season, Los Angeles defeated
Boston for the Championship. Not surprisingly, these teams were owned by Jerry Buss and
Robert Kraft, the two owners who went on to become premier owners in the NBA and NFL.
Had the League had more owners with the passion and financial clout to stay the course that
Kraft and Buss had, history might have treated the League differently.The League also suffered
some from a revolving door in the League Office. It started in 1974 with a Commissioner whose
existence turned out to be not much more than a figurehead. When the original formation of
WTT absorbed some elements of a predecessor organization, The International Professional
Tennis League, it inherited George MacCall, a one-time Davis Cup Captain. MacCall’s public
image and popularity as a tennis insider provided the League a name that was recognized in
the tennis community so he was named Commissioner. He lasted one year and then resigned.
That started a chain of others who had been among the founders to serve in the role of League
President with the position of Commissioner set aside.When it began to appear that there was
uncontrollable chaos at the League level, Larry King stepped up and was chosen by the
owners as League President. King brought some stability and led to the introduction of certain
policies—largely the financial requirement that each team post a letter of credit—which
provided some credibility to a league that was thought to be close to death. King commanded
some sense of authority but he was spread very thin with all sorts of responsibilities, including
overseeing his wife’s management and his own need to always be dabbling in lots of different
enterprises. After a couple of years, he ran out of patience when many of the owners
questioned his ability to serve so many masters.At the end of the 1976 season, he negotiated
his exit with the owners on the condition that whoever was named to head the League would
not have authority over WTT Properties, the agency that handled endorsements, sponsorships
and licensing for the League. That responsibility would remain as part of King Enterprises. King
also suggested, and the owners agreed, to go back to looking for a Commissioner for the
League. That search was conducted by Korn Ferry, a leading executive search firm, and
emanated from their San Francisco office. The search led to the selection of Butch Buchholz, a
former player and WTT coach, to be the new Commissioner.Buchholz was well liked in the
tennis community and commanded a great deal of respect. Buchholz asked me to stay with the
League and help him in the Commissioner’s Office. I did and moved the family from Newport
Beach, California, to St. Louis, Missouri. Buchholz also asked me to give him what I thought
were important issues which needed to be addressed to improve the League. Here is that list. �
Ironically, the death of the League following the 1978 season was precipitated in large part by
the NY franchise. Sol Berg, who owned the NY team, was a wealthy coffee and cocoa broker.
By sports ownership standards he was a quiet, low-key person. He joined the League in 1974
by buying ownership of the NY franchise from its original owner Jerry Saperstein. In 1975, Berg
upped his investment by trading for and signing Billie Jean King, who had played the initial



season with a Philadelphia franchise that lasted only the first year and was then sold and
moved to Boston. With Billie Jean leading his team, Berg won two championships in the first
four years of the League. At the urging of Larry King (while being Billie Jean’s husband), Berg
also moved the team from the Nassau Coliseum on Long Island into Madison Square Garden,
a tremendous boost for the League, but a large expense to Berg.In the end, Berg was not at
heart a committed sports owner and accomplishing two championships seemed to satisfy his
appetite for winning. He realized, following the 1978 season, that his team had seen its best
days and without a greater investment in star players, it would become a second or third place
finisher and possibly a perennial money loser. Berg had consistently lost more money than
others in the League and was considering asking for a subsidy due to the greater cost of
owning a team in New York.As a result, in the fall of 1978, he called up his friend Robert Kraft
and told him that he was not going to compete in the 1979 season and was folding his team.
The reason he cited was the lack of willingness and ability of “some other teams” to sign star
players. Kraft was torn between his commitment to the League’s success and his own image
as a “savvy” businessman. He knew without a New York franchise and the financial heft of
Berg, the League was in trouble. On the other hand, Kraft did not want to desert his partners
(the other team owners) and he liked and could afford the competition.In the end, he joined
Berg but created an approach that allowed him to show he was a “competent businessman” by
recognizing the League’s shortcomings but also making it sound like he still had faith in the
concept. He announced he was suspending operations in Boston for a year and would
reconsider playing for the 1980 season.With two of the strongest owners and franchises in
Boston and New York out in 1979, there was no way the League could continue as a first class
operation and the other owners knew it. For a period they tried to revive it, but found the star
women players, with new-found money in the women’s tournament circuit provided by Colgate,
were likely to up the ante. In fact, those players (Evert and King, for two) who were now
represented by the large IMG agency, were seeking contracts several times what they had
been paid in previous seasons and significantly more than they could earn on the tournament
circuit. With those circumstances converging, the owners, trying to revive a shrunken League,
had no choice but to fold.There was a sports page comic strip at the time called Tank
McNamara. The last ditch efforts by some “never say die” owners like Dave Peterson in San
Francisco provided the comic strip great material and on a couple of days, WTT became the
brunt of the comic strip’s joke reproduced here.Ironically, as the women were moving away
from the League, Donald Dell, tennis’s super-agent, reached a deal with Jerry Buss to make
Arthur Ashe and Stan Smith available to Los Angeles on a multi-year $10 million deal, but it
was too late. When the dust settled, Billie Jean King and others who truly believed in the team
concept took over the WTT brand and formed a new version in which the League employed all
the players, played a shortened season between Wimbledon and the US Open, and fielded
teams with mostly young aspiring players or older, former big name players who wanted one
last shot at money and exposure.Donald DellThe highlights of the original WTT—from 1974
through 1977—was well captured in the League’s annual media guide. The following is
excerpted from the 1978 League Media Guide.____________________WTT Chronological
History (as told in the 1978 WTT Media Guide)May 1972 – WTT was the stepson of a bad
idea. Fred Barman, whose daughter was a player in the Virginia Slims Circuit, sought out
Dennis Murphy to help take over management of women’s professional tennis. Murphy had a
background in founding professional Leagues—the ABA and WHA—but no experience in
tennis. Several problems faced women’s tennis at the time, but because of the economics of
the situation, not much in the way of positive improvements could be promised the women by



new management. September 1972 – Larry King counseled Barman and Murphy against going
into tournament tennis. November 1972 – Murphy conceived the idea of starting a professional
league. At this point Jordon Kaiser was recruited to aid financing the project.February 1973 –
First press conference was held at the Los Angeles Sportscasters Luncheon announcing the
founders’ intention of starting the International Professional Tennis League (IPTL). March 1973
– The IPTL founders met with a group who had announced in October, 1972, founding of the
National Tennis League (NTL). An agreement was reached to merge. Thus, the birth of World
Team Tennis. May 1973 – WTT announced its official formation and its 16 member teams,
each of which purchased a franchise for $50,000. It also disclosed the appointment of George
MacCall, founder of the National Tennis League in 1967, the first organized professional tennis
tour, as commissioner. June 1973 – Dennis Murphy was elected the first president of WTT.
Also, the League was incorporated in the state of California as WTT, Inc. August 1973 – The
first player draft was conducted in New York City. A total of 311 players were chosen in the 20-
round affair. On the 20th, announcements were made that Billie Jean King, the world’s
foremost woman player, had signed as player-coach of the Philadelphia Freedom. It was also
revealed that the Houston EZ Riders had reached terms with men’s star John
Newcombe. December 1973 – Dennis Murphy resigned as president of the League to accept
an identical post at the World Hockey Association. Jordon Kaiser was tabbed as his
successor. March 1974 – It was announced that 55 players had signed contracts with WTT
teams, including 11 of the 18 first-round draft selections. Among those accepting lucrative
packages were Rosie Casals, Jimmy Connors, Margaret Court, Roy Emerson, Evonne
Goolagong, Billie Jean King, John Newcombe and Ken Rosewall. August 1974 – The Denver
Racquets captured the first WTT championship by upsetting favored Philadelphia in two
straight matches, in their best-of-three series: 27–21, and 28–24. The initial season ended with
all teams having met all commitments and no franchise shifts. It was disclosed that more than
900,000 spectators had viewed WTT matches during the campaign. September 1974 –
Commissioner George MacCall resignedbecause of policy differences. On the 29th, Frank
Fuhrer, owner of the Pittsburgh Triangles, was chosen the new (and third) WTT
president. November 1974 – The fourth president in the League history, Larry King, was voted
into office. January 1975 – A major realignment took place with the reduction of operating
franchises from 16 to 11. They included original members Cleveland, Hawaii, Houston, Los
Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Golden Gaters. The champion Denver
Racquets were shifted to Phoenix, and Detroit relocated in Indiana (Indianapolis). San Diego, a
newcomer, rounded out the roster. March 1975 – Philadelphia franchise was sold to Boston
interests, which moved the team to that Massachusetts city.April 1975 – Second WTT season
kicks off with a two-day, eight-team exhibition spectacular in Walden, Texas. New York won the
Walden Cup, defeating the Indiana Loves in the finals. Houston suspended operations for the
1975 season, thus reducing the League’s membership to 10. July 1975 – The first WTT All-
Star match was contested at Los Angeles Sports Arena, appearing nationally on NBC-TV. The
East, coached by New York’s Fred Stolle, defeated the West’s finest, 28–21. An enthusiastic
audience of 7,112—laced with a number of television and movie celebrities—turned out. The
All-Star match also marked the unveiling of WTT’s patented four-color, no-line court. The
daring and innovative creation featured royal blue deuce service courts, green ad service
courts, and chocolatebrown separating the service courts and the end lines. Alleys were bright
red. August 1975 – A then-record 10,859 spectators jammed in at Pittsburgh to see the
Triangles duel New York. Vitas Gerulaitis, voted the WTT’s most valuable play-off competitor,
powered Pittsburgh to the second League championship. Game no. 2 of the best-of-three title



series was carried throughout the country by NBC-TV. September 1975 – President Larry King
disclosed that WTT attendance has increased 28 percent per night over that recorded in 1974.
An impressive 503,858 fans were on hand for the 165 playing dates. October 1975 – An
encouraging sign of WTT’s health was confirmed with announcement that the past season’s
lineup of 10 franchises — under the same ownerships — are intact for the 1976 campaign. It
was also determined that any player signing a WTT contract must commit to appearances in all
matches during the season. November 1975 – Value of WTT franchises is assessed at
$750,000 each. One owner rejected an offer of $1 million. This is further indication of the
League’s overall success. Chris Evert signed a contract to play with the Phoenix
Racquets. December 1975 – Agreement was reached with the Soviet Union for a five-match
exhibition between the Team (WTT) America and Team USSR. Two of the March 1976
matches were scheduled for the USSR, and the remaining three were to be held in American
cities (Team America won 107-77). Ilie Nastase signed with the Hawaii Leis following his fourth
Grand Prix masters title.June 1976 – First half attendance showed a 78 percent increase over
the same period of 1975. For 103 playing dates, WTT drew 354,876, and gross dollar receipts
were reported up 82 percent over the first half of 1975. July 1976 – On July 8, the Phoenix at
Pittsburgh match attracted the then largest crowd in WTT history—13,492. The WTT
administrative staff expanded with the hiring of John H. Schwarz as Executive Director, The
West turned back the East 28-27, with a 5-4 Super-Tie-Breaker victory to win the second
annual All-Star battle in Oakland before a sellout crowd of 12,581. August 1976 – The New
York Sets won the WTT championship by sweeping the Golden Gaters. WTT’s regular season
attendance reached 843,144, and Jeff Coy, a resident of Phoenix became the two millionth fan
to pass through WTT turnstiles. September 1976 – Earl “Butch” Buchholz was named
Commissioner. It was announced that Hawaii will move it operations to Seattle-Portland for the
1977 season. December 1976 – The New York Sets changed their nickname to the “Apples”
and announced plans for playing matches in Madison Square Garden. Frank Fuhrer revealed
that the Pittsburgh Triangles would suspend operations. A new franchise, the Philadelphia
Keystones, was formed. Cleveland announced it will play half its matches in
Pittsburgh. February 1977 – Commissioner Buchholz announced that an all-Soviet team would
make world sports history by playing as a WTT franchise in 1977. Named “The Soviets,” this
team replaces the Keystones, which will begin operation in 1978. In another major player
breakthrough, Joe Zingale announced the signing of Wimbledon champion Bjorn Borg to a
Cleveland/Pittsburgh contract. Joining the Swedish star as a Net teammate is his fiancé, young
Romanian star Mariana Simionescu.June 1977 – Phoenix and New York drew 13,675 fans, a
regular season League record, for their match at Madison Square Garden. The previous high
had been 13,492 for Phoenix at Pittsburgh in July of ’76. WTT attendance for the first half of
the 1977 season was 420,798, an average of 3,825. July 1977 – The WTT All-Star match at
San Diego shattered all prior WTT attendance figures, attracting 14,153, plus a national
television audience with Bjorn Borg defeating Ilie Nastase in the key set, 6-1. The East won
23-18. Borg and Betty Stove were selected the Most Valuable Players in the match. August
1977 – The New York Apples won their second successive WTT championship, sweeping two
straight matches in the finals from Phoenix. The Apples defeated the Racquets 28–17, at
Phoenix and 27–22 in New York. Attendance for the two-match final series was 15,019. The
Boston Lobsters were the regular season Eastern Division champions, while the Phoenix
Racquets prevailed in the West. League attendance for the second half of the season was
532,023, an increase of 26.4 percent over the first half. Total attendance for 1977 was 952,821,
up 13.5 percent over 1976. In the first four seasons of WTT play, 11 of the League’s top 19



crowds watched 1977’s action. December 1977 – The former Pennsylvania Keystones who
played under the name of “The Soviets” in 1977, were relocated in Anaheim, California, and
christened the Oranges. The Soviet roster was disbanded and the Oranges became the third
franchise to locate in Southern California, joining Los Angeles and San Diego. Dennis Hall of
Los Angeles, representing a group of Southern California businessmen, became the President
and General Manager of the Oranges.February 1978 – Los Angeles owner Jerry Buss
announced he had signed Chris Evert to a three-year contract worth an estimated $1.2 million.
Buss had obtained the rights to Evert from Phoenix through Golden
Gate.____________________The League folded in the Fourth Quarter of 1978 so the last
year of the original League’s history was never documented.Chapter 4WTT – The Concept and
How It WorkedRULES OF WTT PLAYIn a WTT match, each team is comprised of two men,
two women and a coach. Team matches consist of five sets, with one set each of men’s and
women’s singles, men’s and women’s doubles and mixed doubles. The first team to reach five
games wins each set. A nine point tiebreaker is played if a set reaches four games all. One
point is awarded for each game won and scoring is cumulative. If necessary, Extended Play
and a Super Tiebreaker are played to determine the winner of the match. The order of play for
a match is determined by the coach of the home team. The scoring is no-ad or the first team to
win four points wins the game. (See the appendix for WTT’s comprehensive review of its
scoring system.)WTT also brought to tennis a lot of firsts many of which have become part of
the game. Here are those that the League currently takes credit for:__________________WTT
FIRSTS AND INNOVATIONS Only professional sports league where men and woman have
equal rolesFirst pro tennis competition to feature no-ad scoring—first to four points wins the
gameFirst to allow on-court coachingAllows let serves to be playedPlays sets to five games
with 9-point tiebreaker at 4 allFirst to use super tiebreaker and extended playFans are allowed
to keep balls out of playSubstitutions are allowed during match playMatches have half times,
extended play and super tiebreakersPlayers names on the back of shirtsOnly tennis format to
use a multi-colored courtWTT crowds are encouraged to be vocal about great
play___________________When the original WTT closed shop in 1978, people who wrote its
obituary pointed to a number of reasons for its failure. On almost everybody’s list was that the
team concept was not a “tennis thing.” One of the those who drew this conclusion was Gerald
Eskenazi in the NY Times (November 20, 1978). He wrote that the death of WTT revolved
around the four following problems:The League was unable to sign the leading men
players.The star players who did sign asked for contracts that the owners could not afford.The
League never gained a lucrative network television contract.The format of WTT was
unappealing to people accustomed to the traditional match play.The first three reasons
Eskenazi cited probably all played roles, and we will explore them in the chapters that follow,
but the fourth reason is far less supportable. The notion that tennis cannot gain public interest
as a team sport just doesn’t stand up to the evidence. At the high school and college level,
tennis has been a team competition forever. Yes, individual championship events tend to get
the largest press coverage, but there have been times in the history of the game that team play
could stand on an equal footing with almost all the tournaments except maybe Wimbledon and
the US Open.When I was growing up in the 1950s, there was as much focus in the tennis
world on which country was going to win the Davis Cup as who would win a major tournament.
The US and Australia were the tennis powerhouses in those days or, at least, the most likely to
play in the finals. Being a member of your country’s Davis Cup team was a distinct honor.
Winning the Davis Cup was a front page story.The importance of the Davis Cup has
diminished over time. I suspect that reduction in importance may have as much to do with the



lack of highly ranked US men as it does with the public’s unwillingness to embrace a team
event in tennis. Nowadays, the quality of the Davis Cup has been something of a crap shoot.
There are no clearly dominant countries because there are so many top players from so many
different places. Another blow for the Davis Cup is that the money pot in the major tournaments
has grown so significantly that it is hard to get the attention of the best players (driven by their
agents) to put Davis Cup and national pride at the top of their tennis aspirations. In the Davis
Cup, no one is ever sure that the winning team is really the best in the world because often a
top star has just skipped playing the event.The Davis Cup continues to be played; maybe
because there has just always been a Davis Cup. Most recently, a new format has been
developed which is going to make the Davis Cup look more like the World Cup of soccer and
probably make it a better television event. The Federation Cup team competition for women
also still exists, but it faces the same challenges in today’s world as the Davis Cup.Were the
U.S. to develop a stronger group of younger players at the top of the game, I suspect enough
sponsor money could be raised to create a tennis competition like the Ryder Cup in golf. Such
an event likely could get top-of-the-line attention from the media and the fans if it ever
materialized.The final evidence of the team game’s popularity is World Team Tennis itself. It
recently had its 44th anniversary as a professional sport. Granted, it has become popular as a
secondary tennis event but, nonetheless, it has a very faithful following, which would likely be
larger if the stars played it. The team concept under the right circumstances will always have
appeal in tennis and almost all sports. To me, it was a cop-out to blame the team game as a
major cause of the demise of WTT in 1978. In some ways, it was the League’s strongest
appeal. Had the League succeeded in the other three aspects that Eskenazi cited, I think the
League would have survived just fine.Chapter 5How Seriously Did the Players Take It?Another
theory offered for the League’s demise is that players, themselves, didn’t bring the same level
of competition to the league as they did to tournaments. For example, when Alan Taylor, the
early PR Director for the League and the NY franchise, talked about his remembrances of the
League, one thing he mentioned was, “I don’t know how seriously the players took the
competition. I think they perceived it as just another pay day.”When WTT first started in 1974,
no one was sure what to expect because, like Taylor, no one was sure whether it was a serious
competition or a form of exhibition with a little burlesque thrown in. In year one, the players and
the owners did a lot to poison their own game by filling it with contractual exceptions where
players could come and go to meet non-WTT commitments. And the players felt unrestrained
to indulge in showmanship on the court in an effort to play to the crowd. This often led to their
going off the deep end.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining and Educational. Part memoir, part history and part primer
on the business of professional sports, author John Schwarz weaves an entertaining story of
an almost forgotten relic of sports history, World Team Tennis (WTT), as it operated from
1974-78. While a noble experiment, the classic WTT of the 70s foundered on multiple shoals,
both external and systemic, as illustrated in the story. Nevertheless, two WTT owners, Robert
Kraft and Jerry Buss, emerged from that experience armed with knowledge and experience
that led them to greater things. Use of original documents in the book is a plus.”

The book by John  Schwarz has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 3 people have provided feedback.
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